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TAKES SKILL TO 
CUT DIAMONDS 

Methods of Turning the Rough 

Stones Into Brilliants Ex- 
plained by Expert. 

WORLD WAR PUT PRICES UP 

THE CENTRE REPORTER, CENTRE HALL, 

Four Little Princes of Japan 

But They Are Being Bought and Dis ! 
played in This Country More Than 

Ever Before—Very Few Are 

Perfect. 

New York Diamonds as coveted 

gems and ornaments have lost none of 

their popularity. Since the war 

many never 

these brillianis are 
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formerly. F 
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and especially Amsterdam, which, 

sinee the Fifteenth century, 
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it Is of advantage to saw it 

or more pieces so as to save 

as possible of the weight in cut 

mends. 

“The rough shaping of the diamond 

ts done through operation called 

“bruiting,’ which of 

away the corners by rubbing one stone 

against another. This was formerly a 

manual process, the two diamonds be 

fing mounted on sticks held in either 

hand by the lapidary. But 
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MAKE PORK SAFE T0 EAT 
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Milk for the Children of Berlin 

Scene In ene of the distributing plants of the Salvation Army in Berlin, 
where 10,000 poor and hungry children have 
each for ten weeks In succession, 
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Treating Other Varieties. 

In the case of pepproni, which are 

stuffed in long, narrow, 

| casings, it found feasible re 

| duce the curing period to 20 days, of 

which at 15 days must be given 

| to drying 
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sausages may be rendered 

harmless by being subjected to a pre 

liminary cure and then smoked at 

temperatures ranging around 80 de 

Fahrenheit for 40 hours, fol 

lowed by drying for ten days. Sausage 
smoked nt a temperature of 126 de 

| grees to 130 degrees Fahrenheit, for 
a relatively brief period, following a 
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By a Lieutenant in the 
United States Navy 

HE U. 8. 8. Wasp 

sient glory about her that 

most modern. 

She flitted into being In April, 1514, 

und buzzed out during the fall of the 

Same year 

There wae a first Wasp in the war 
pf 1812. This second one was smaller 

put better built. Her 500 tons made 

little wore than an overgrown 

off 32 She was armed with 20 suwed 
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points of true. Though 
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for action of surrounding metal, there 

is always n small error. This 

deviation, 

Vitally important to a skipper i= it 
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must he be familiar with what nearly 
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boom wag of steel. So near the steer 

ing compass was this piece that when 

6 gale swept the forecastle clear, tak. 

boom and all, there was some 12 ing 

degrees change in the compass error. | 

PPerhapt it wae yaulh, or mayhe op- 

timism in the captain that kept him | 

Or it may have been | 

| that he was bound up to Bydney, his 
from worrying. 

Or it may even have been 

that he wane going to see his wife 

| Some sailors are thot way, 

At any rate he kept on in spite of 

No 

fia dead reckoning had to do. 

He ernvled into a “hole In the wall,” | 

eure them with dry salt—four pounds i which harbor is ike in thick weath. 

| or more to the hundredwelght-—for a | 
| period of 40 days, and then smoke or | 
| pale-dry them for ten days ut a tems 

er. And though it was late he went 

nxhore. 
Somehow the dock looked unfamil | 

lar. The street beyond curved the 

wrong way. Certainly there was some. | 

Ming queer about the lights, 

Suddenly he encountered a woman. 

It wong his wife. But why should she 

have her new suit on as he discerned 

by the glow of a shop window, 
“What are you doing here?” she ex. 

cintmed. 
“(oing home, of course.” 
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BATTLE STATIONS 
OW do you pick a man? 

H By his face—Yes And figure 

sometimes, His actions—mostly. 

when yéu are sure they are 
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The fleet leaves port for maneuvers, | 

Complete war watches are kept on the | 

all the time. Submarines are the 

greatest Immediate peril In 

course of a few days an actual war 

sone le reached: that is, an ares in 

which the enemy may be lurking. Or 

gnapicions smoke appears on the hori 
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drop to the signal hoards. On every 

ship alarms clang. Bugles take up the | 

On each superdread. | emergency call, 

naught the whole ship's company flies 

battle stations, 

Primarily this means that each offi 

cor and man shall roost 

ship's station bill provides for him to 
meet the enemy in time of battle. Cap 

tain in conning tower, surgeon in sick 

bay. gunner at gun, engineer in engine 

room, and so on. 

All very pretty for a drill. But sup- 
pose the enemy actually is near. Or 

it tarng out that the hostile fleet i€ 

eraening just behind the horizon, 
Then i's all hands stick to their sta. 

tions, They must not leave if powder 

ig out. Nor if the other fellow is close 
enough to take a pot shot pretty soon. 

Nor if destroyers might dart in under 
cover of fog or darkness, It's stick to 

to 

! stations for all hands, 
Broadsides are not bad. There is 

room enough to sit and to stretch one's 
| loge: and perhaps, If the division offi. 
| per 18 not too nent. to get a little ‘shut. 
eve! In turrets, though, the confine 
ment soon grows irksome. 
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“I'm that boy of curs lacks 

concentration.” 

“Oh, he has concentration enough 

only instead of using It on the work 

he has to do he concentrates upon 

how to escape doing iL" 
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The Provocation. 
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at that meeting” 

“But not before there had 

some hiting remarks” 
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The Cur—{ thought Fug Dog tails 

curled ? 

The Pug—They deo, but 
lust night, and it 
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Hard Hit, 
His brain's in a whirl, 
His years they are twenly 

The cause I8 a girl, 
That's trouble aplenty 
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“I want mine elastic enough to 

gireich from one pay day to another, 

anyway.” . 
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The Feline Accompaniment. 

“Do you have a kitty in your poker 
game?” 

“Not in Crimson Guich.,” answered 

Three-Finger Sam. "What we have 
is romethin’ I'd be more willin® to de 
scribe ns a fullgrown and tempers. 
mental Bob cat” 

Hidden, 
“What's thnt you say?” 
“1 don’t like for my wife to see me 

smoking.” 
“1 suppose that’s why you ure 

throwing out a smoke screen.” 
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